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the journey across the ice looked too formidable to attempt except
in the direst o£ emergencies. Amundsen advised us to try to save
our plane, as he and his assistants were trying to save the N 25. We
reconnoitred and found that the ice-cake to which we had moored
our flying-boat was six hundred feet in diameter. If we could drag
the plane up upon this cake, it would be safe from sinking or being
crushed, in the event that the lead closed.
Dietrichson and I, therefore, set out to construct a ramp by
digging away the snow and ice. I chopped with the ice anchor, and
Dietrichson shovelled with a wooden shovel Sail-maker Ronne had
fashioned for us. Omdal, however, could not make the forward
engine run. We opened the remaining engine out wide, and the
three of us pulled, but the most we could do was drag the nose of
the plane up on our ramp. Anyhow, she was now safe from sink-
ing, if not from being crushed, and her fuel-tanks were above water.
It was the best we could do, and we secured her in that position.
This danger of being crushed became apparent. The breeze that
had blown our balloons away from Amundsen had been favourable
for us, since a north wind tended to open the leads. On the second
day, though, it shifted to the south, and we could see the ice closing
in. The whole field was alive with inert motion. Ice-cakes in the
lead would disappear, as if sucked under; others would emerge to
the surface. The edges of the lead drew imperceptibly closer to each
other. The implacable jaws were shutting on us, and we all felt
that our plane would soon be caught in them.
With the shift of the wind to the south came, for some reason, a
cold snap. When we landed, temperatures had been hovering around
the freezing-mark. Now we began to have continuously fifteen to
twenty degrees of frost. The planes continued to converge in the
ice movement. On May 24 they were not over two miles apart.
There was nothing more that we could do for the N 24. The repair
of the engine was a shop job. We signalled Amundsen that we were
going to attempt to cross to him and started out.
We travelled on skis, dragging our sledge on which we packed
supplies, including the canvas canoe. The going through the deep
snow and over mountainous hummocks was terrible. At the end
o£ a few hundred yards we gave up. To drag that weight farther
was beyond our strength, weakened as we were by lack of sleep

